HERITAGE

LETTING OFF
STEAM ON THE
MANCHESTER
SHIP CANAL continued
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Opposite: Breasted up and steaming along - President and
Kildare from Warburton High Level Bridge. Bob Jervis a
Friend of President and keen amateur photographer followed
the boats by road all the way down to Ellesmere Port, having
carefully scouted the best viewing points in advance, thus
taking a remarkable series of aerial photographs. (Bob Jervis)
This page: Doing his rope trick, coffee to hand Author Tim
Coghlan in Kildare’s forward hatch hole during the emptying of
Barton Locks. (Tim Coghlan)

e soon arrived at Mode Wheel Locks,
the first proper Manchester Ship Canal
locks which historically also controlled
the whole of the water for the
Manchester Docks. On the Manchester
Ship Canal itself, all locks are plural, as they are all double locks
– one for large and the other for smaller vessels. As promised
by the organisers the gates then remained open until the
whole fleet of twenty-six boats had entered it. – though still
the mighty lock looked half empty of boats. ‘You should have
seen it on the way up. We had 66 boats in one of the locks.’ said
Ron, ‘It was quite spectacular’.
Our escorting friends from the local IWA were on the
quayside to help supervise the narrow boats- the bemused
lock keeper was normally only used to dealing with one ship at
a time. Neat lines of narrow boats, breasted up to eight across,
thwarted the dock with lines ashore. Then the upstream gates
closed and the great synchronised descent began.

A Friend of President
In steam narrow boat President’s centenary year,
Tim Coghlan continues his personal memories –
concluding his voyage in August, 1998, when he
joined fellow Friends of President for a run down
Britain’s last-ditch attempt at canal building
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Extreem water use

Above: Something in the water. ‘Dave produced his
sorcerer’s chemical-set on deck and checked a sample.
His secret additive turned the water Mateus Rose pink.
Bad news – too alkaline.’ (Tim Coghlan)
Below: Leaving Latchford Locks. ‘There were still
seventeen miles to go Ellesmere Port in one huge pound.’
(Bob Jervis)
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It is often told that loss of water in emptying one Grand Union
Canal double lock equates to that of a domestic family’s
water consumption for one year. This ship-canal lock must
have equated to that of a large village. The water problems
of running this canal in its hey day must have been mind
boggling. Despite the omnipresent Manchester rain, every river
in these parts was plundered for water including the Mersey
which enters the canal below Barton Locks, and then leaves
again with whatever water it is allowed to keep.
Through these locks and three miles down, and we were
to go under one of the finest monuments to late Victorian
engineering - the Barton Swing Aqueduct and Road Bridge. A
swing road bridge is achievement enough. But to built a swingaqueduct of 1,450 tons and holding 800 tons of water, with
gates at each end to allow for the overhead passage of the
Bridgwater Canal, must be one of the engineering triumphs of
all times. And it still works to this day. Passing underneath it, I
looked up and saw that the steel trough did not even leak.
Beyond Barton, things now seemed to settle down. Thanks
to Judy, welcome bacon and egg butties emerged from the
butty - for the first time I understood the origin of that name. I
had now done my two hour shift in the engine room and was
quite content to cool off in the drizzling rain. I thought I had
done my bit and was rather dreading ‘going on watch’ again
in that hell hole a few hours later. When I was brave enough
to mention this, I discovered a rush of volunteers to take my
place. Squaddie Richard and sixty year old Norman from Rugby
were happy to take all the punishment that was going. And
when he could barge in, there was Nick, whose day job is with
IBM. In fact over the next three days I never went in it again,
contenting my chores to moving bags of coal. And amazingly
our 70 year old Dave stayed down in the engine hole the whole
way through the trip. Constantly de-hydrating, he seemed to
consume as much Coke as the engine did coal.
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Left: ‘Ron handed
over the tiller to
me. It was the
moment I had been
waiting for.’ Author
Tim Coghlan (R) at
President’s helm
with Captain Ron
(centre) leaving
Latchford Locks.
(Tim Coghlan)
Below: Passing the
somewhat quaintly
named Fiddler’s
Ferry Power
Station - author at
the helm.
(Bob Jervis)

No naked lights!

Today, the Manchester Ship Canal seems to derive most of its
trade - some 7.5 million tons of it -from the petro-chemical
industry, whose massive Star Wars installations line lengths of
its route. (This compares with a mere 925,000 of all cargoes on
the canal in the year it opened.) Below the next locks at Irlam,
we had our first taste of the consequences. The IWA’s Orders
of the Day instructed us to ‘EXTINGUISH ALL NAKED LIGHTS
UNTIL AFTER CADISHEAD RAILWAY VIADUCT’. Whilst this is easy
on your modern narrowboat, the problems are insurmountable
when you are belching out fire from the belly of a steam
narrowboat in order simply to move. If anyone was going to
ignite a gas or petrol build-up on the lower canal and blast
those chemical works to kingdom come, it would be us!
In preparation for complying with the order, we had built up
as big a head of steam as we could, and then partly shut down
the fire. But we needed more than a head to cover two and a
half miles, and we weren’t going to make it. We began to go
slower and slower, and whole fleet went by. That the sun came
out at ten to eleven as Ron had predicted, gave little cause
for cheer. Dave came on deck to worry about the fire falling
below the critical temperature and going out. He hated that
new coal. And he added to our gloom by saying that there
was something in the water which the boiler did not like. (The
boiler drew its water straight from the canal as we went along.)
He then produced his sorcerer’s chemical-set on deck and
checked a sample. His secret additive turned the water Mateus

Rose pink. Bad news - too alkaline. Whichever way we turned
we were trapped. ‘Bother it’ said Ron. ‘Put her on half speed
ahead!’. And so at last we limped under the high level Irlam
Railway Viaduct - high enough to let ships under - before we
breathed a sigh of relief and returned to full speed ahead.

Tail-end Charlie

We arrived at the next and last lock - Latchford Locks - ready
to apologise to the awaiting convoy, in which we had now
become the ‘tail end Charlie’. But we needn’t have worried.
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Left: ‘I see no ships’ Captain Ron Spencer and his wife Judy both in traditional FMC costume. FMC captains were permitted
to bring their wives, but not the crew - echoing the tradition of
the merchant navy. By chance it also worked out like that on
this trip. But females are most welcome on today’s President.
(Tim Coghlan)
reminding us of our jolly boatmen’s theatrical attire.
We all have our secret weaknesses, and I rejoice that mine
– tiller-hogging - has never yet been criminalised. I can steer
any boat all day, and all night if given the chance. And there
is no better place to indulge this peccadillo than on President,
especially when breasted up and charging full steam ahead
down the Manchester Ship Canal. When in mid-afternoon, as
the mighty gates of Latchford Locks were at last opened and
we were once more underway, Ron handed the tiller over to
me. It was the moment I had been waiting for. Everything was
running late. There were still seventeen miles to Ellesmere Port
in one huge single pound. We just had to go like hell, and the
whole fleet knew it. There was all the excitement of the start of
the Grand National, as engines roared to life, and 26 brightly
coloured narrow boats tore away in pairs out of the lock. It was
a spectacle I wondered if I would ever see again on the canals.

Back on form

There were shipping movements in the long pound below,
and we were not to be allowed into it until they were clear.
After all our flurries, we now had to wait an hour and a half.
Plenty of time to go below and get your head down, after
all that excitement of the early start. Alternatively the lock
keeper announced that there was a pub a couple of hundred
yards away - inevitably The Boatman, jolly or otherwise. But
President’s standing orders are - as Captain Ron reminded
us - that it is a dry boat during cruising hours. ‘Anyway you’d
look a right ponce drinking Perrier water in that lot’, he said,

Freed from foul water and naked lights, President returned to
its old form. Ping down to the engine room and Dave gave it
full steam ahead. And now, learning of problem in the previous
pound with the naked light requirement, the IWA arranged
that we would have an escort of a pair of fast modern narrow
boats complete with ship-to-shore radio. They would follow
behind us in case we experienced further trouble in the next
naked light zone towards Ellesmere Port. How brave these
boaters be!
The miserable weather of the morning had moved on. The
wind was now in the north west, with a wide blue sky and
occasional white billowy high-clouds. On much of the upper
stretches of the ship-canal, there was little scenery to see, due
to the huge amounts of spoil that had been removed to cut
the canal, which had then been piled high on either bank.

Passing under Moore Lane Swing Bridge.
(Bob Jervis)
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Right: ‘At about six o’ clock, Richard emerged from the
engine room, saying he fancied a steer and bit of fresh air.’
Passing a petro-chemicals quay with our escort-pair just visible
astern. (Tim Coghlan)

The main interest was the works of man in order to allow the
passage of ships inland. Even the M6 motorway bridge looked
good. But in this bottom pound, the views now opened up to
far horizons - the hills of the Wirral to the south, the flats of the
opening Mersey Estuary to our right, and behind views over
Manchester with the Pennines beyond. There were also sad
reminders of a lost past – to our right the abandoned Walton
Lock that once led down to the Mersey; and on the other side,
traces of the old Runcorn Locks that led up to the Bridgewater
Canal. There were also abandoned lock cottages, churches
from the Mission to Seamen and an elegant harbour master’s
houses on which a stab was being made at restoration. Even
the entrance to the navigable River Weaver looked pretty
miserable.
At about six o clock, Richard emerged from the engine
room, saying he fancied a bit of fresh air and a steer.
I had to do the decent thing. But shortly
after, there was more excitement
down below, loud talk about
something in the water,
and that wretched new
coal which no one
could get used to.
The steam count
was down. The
speed was falling
back. Richard
handed the tiller back
to me, and was gone. I
was now left untroubled
at the helm for the remainder
of the voyage as everyone else
gave their pennyworth on the problem,

and seemed happy to leave me where I was, now
steering at a much reduced speed.

Receding
urban
ugliness

The day began to
march away, and
evening arrived
in the western
sky towards which
we were steaming.
Even the sprawl
of urban ugliness - of
motorways, power plants and
petro-chemical works - seemed
momentarily transfigured to take on a
beauty of its own. Then that brief evening pageant of glory
was gone, and it was now night. With our speed falling well
under three knots, all the boats ahead had long since gone.
We and our following escort were alone on this great canal,
which almost seemed to merge into the endless horizon of the
Mersey Estuary, only separated from us by what seemed a low
bank of grass over which I nervously felt we could sail over.
Left: Approaching the Runcorn/Widness High Level Road
and Railway Bridges – the lowest fixed crossing point on the
Manchester Ship Canal. (Tim Coghlan)
Inset: President & Kildare with escort astern passing
through Runcorn Old Quay as seen from the Runcorn
Road Bridge. The Old Quay Swing Bridge in the distance,
with the now closed Old Quay Side Lock down to the River
Mersey to the left. (Bob Jervis)
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Left: Another view of President & Kildare from
Runcorn Bridge looking north across the Mersey at low
water with contrasting church and cooling towers.
(Bob Jervis).
Below, left: Towards evening with shipping passing in
the Bottom Pound. (Tim Coghlan)
Below: Ellesmere Port in 1947 – the year the author was
born. Two steamers with tugs and smaller craft are heading
for the tidal lock at Eastham – just visible in the distance
- with the river Mersey on the right. On the left by the
building with the tall chimney is the entrance to the Chester
Canal, our journey’s end. Today much of the site has been
redeveloped for housing and leisure, including The Boat
Museum. (Copyright The Francis Firth Collection)

Then at last ahead of us on the port bow were the harbour
lights of Ellesmere Port, across a wide stretch of black
water. Our escort came alongside and said did we still need
them? We agreed to let them go, and they were off. There
were now navigational buoys to guide us in, as if we were
coming home from the sea. Towards ten o clock we made
our final turn and ran in, having completed thirty two of the
Manchester Ship Canal’s thirty six miles under steam, in just
over fifteen hours underway.

Large ship warning

We tied up on a temptingly empty canal-facing quayside,
thinking it was at last all over. Just then our friends from the
IWA, who had seen us safely all the way down - following us
by road - called to tell us not to moor there. A large ship was
expected to pass by shortly and we would be knocked about
in its swell. So we moved round the corner into the start of the
Chester Canal where the other twenty four narrow boats in
our flotilla were already moored in lines breasted across what
seemed a small canal. We were safely tied up just as that ship
went past, sending a tidal wave where we had recently been,
which would have hit us fair and square against the quayside.
It had been that that close.
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Above: Ten ‘o clock at night, having completed 32 miles of
the Manchester Ship Canal, President & Kildare turning
into the Chester Canal - the author at the helm. (Bob
Jervis)
Below: ‘We moved into the start of the Chester Canal,
where the other twenty four narrow boats in our flotilla
were already moored in lines breasted across what seemed
a small very small canal.’ (Bob Jervis)
Right: President & Kildare tied up with exhausted crew
messing down below. The new hotel beyond looked
tempting. (Bob Jervis)

After a break, Tim Coghlan will continue his
story of his involvement with the Friends of
President, with various adventures, including
a trip up the tidal Thames from Limehouse
Basin, an ascent up the Anderton Lift, and
great recent restoration project which
inspired the launch of the Braunston Historic
Narrowboat Rallies. Also the great restoration
project that has now been launched at the
Braunston Historical Boat Rally.

Had we taken not much longer in reaching port and were
still out there in the canal in the dark, and abandoned by our
escort whilst under steam, we could have been in trouble from
that ship. But now we were safely tied up, and with the boats
put to bed, I produced from my kitbag a bottle of Irish whiskey
which I had brought to celebrate our safe arrival. The toast
was to our gallant Captain Ron and the local IWA, who in every
way had seen us safely through and given us a day none of us
would ever forget. They were all just grand, lad!
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